WENDY WILLIAMS
Wendy how you doin I find your journey to be intriguing
plus beyond all the glamour you are the everyday girl who rose from the bottom literately speaking –
so it’s a pleasure to feature you Wendy, which Ocean Township high school started the tour
to Northeastern University obtaining a B.A. in communications,
which helps you see the differences of now compared to before –
in 89 you made strides in your radio jockey career
you were quickly labeled a "Shock Jockette" in 90 you were promoted to the afternoon drive shift
with a distinct style that was bold and feared –
93 you were labeled Billboards "best on-air radio personality"
94 to 98 you blazed Hot 97 with an open book controversial style that made some love
and others hate you being a Hot 97 casualty –
soon after Philly's Power 90 recognized a diamond their ratings jumped from 14th to 2nd no bluffs
2000 Wendy birthed her son and in 01 returned to NYC
hired by WBLS fulltime syndicated enough was enough –
the Times recognized your star power in your controversial style
no one was safe from Wendy's wrath, not even Whitney Houston whom Wendy verbally dragged
running long distance over a hundred miles –
06 VH1 introduced the Wendy Williams Experience to TV the show was fueled
around Wendy's radio personality
08 via a vision and a 6-week syndicated trial run the Wendy Williams Show became a reality –
09 Wendy retired radio and was inducted into radio’s Hall of Fame
Wendy was quickly defined "a breakthrough in daytime" so Fox brokered a TV deal and BET followed
10 the show was being aired in 54 countries as a household name –
to date, Wendy has received various awards and nominations
the show on average has approximately 2.4 million viewers plus controlling analytical and top market numbers,
which neighbors the realm of a dynasty and domination –
Wendy's also a producer, comedian, and an actress
to add to her resume as a wife and motherhood Wendy is an author, fashion designer, and more
coupling it all with grace appearing without practice –
now it’s clear Wendy's vision and makeup is second to none
Wendy you, Ellen, Oprah, and so many other talk show legends coming from nothing your perseverance is not
only admired you are now an icon gracefully burning like the sun –
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